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1. State of Texas Broadband Development Office 

1.1 Purpose of Collecting TX ISP Broadband Serviceable Location Data

The Broadband Development Office (BDO), operated by the Texas Comptroller of Public Accounts, awards grants, 
low-interest loans and other financial incentives to internet service providers who expand access to broadband service 
in underserved areas. The BDO also provides a variety of tools and resources supporting the expansion of broadband 
access across Texas.

Created by House Bill 5 (87R), the BDO is also tasked with creating, updating and publishing a statewide broadband 
availability map for the state of Texas. The map will divide the state into “designated areas” and classify each area as 
eligible or ineligible for broadband funding through the BDO. The classification depends on the percent of the addresses 
in the designated area that have and do not have access to broadband service, as well as if the federal government has 
awarded funding under a competitive process to support the deployment of broadband service to addresses in the 
designated area.

To create an accurate and comprehensive map, the BDO is requesting location data related to broadband deployment 
from all broadband providers in the state. The data request must be in the manner consistent with the most current 
mapping methodology adopted by the Federal Communications Commission and any broadband provider who does not 
submit accurate data may not participate in future funding opportunities through the BDO. 

In August 2022, the BDO partnered with the data analytics firm LightBox to create the state’s first broadband availability 
map. Please visit BroadbandForTexas.com to learn more about the BDO and how it is closing the digital divide in Texas.

2 Document Overview

2.1 Purpose

The following guide has been created for internet service providers (ISPs) to communicate instructions on how to submit 
served location data to LightBox for processing data on behalf of the BDO.

• Provides overview of what data should be submitted in the LightBox system via file upload. 

• Identifies the acceptable format(s) for data files that must be uploaded.

• Specifies how data files should be formatted, which fields they should contain, and the data type of each field.  

2.2 Audience

The intended audience for this document is the ISPs that provide fixed and mobile broadband services within the state of 
Texas.

https://comptroller.texas.gov/about/media-center/news/20220808-texas-comptrollers-office-selects-lightbox-to-develop-broadband-availability-map-1659623197809
https://comptroller.texas.gov/programs/broadband/
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3 Introduction

3.1 Who is LightBox?

LightBox (LBX) has been selected by the state of Texas to assist the office in developing the broadband availability map, 
mandated by Government Code Section 490I.0105. LBX will assist the BDO to develop the office’s mapping initiative 
which will identify areas by broadband speed and access and be used by the BDO to determine areas of eligibility.  

LBX understands that accurate and granular broadband maps, based upon precise location data, service availability, and 
analytics, are necessary for the BDO to target and rapidly deploy grant funds to locations and communities in need. LBX 
will receive and process location data from ISPs on behalf of the BDO.

In 2022, LBX leveraged their data expertise in broadband mapping in Montana. There, they demonstrated the expediency 
and utility of accurately identifying broadband coverage for every location throughout the state. With the leadership of 
the Montana Telecommunication Authority and various partners, Montana was able to use LBX SmartFabricTM data to 
gain an accurate, comprehensive picture of every address statewide. Working with broadband providers, the state of 
Montana received 80 requests from 24 applicants in 30 counties to serve 158,019 locations. LBX will provide this same 
level of detail for the state of Texas.

To learn about LBX and the role they play in broadband initiatives, please refer to the following link: https://www.
lightboxre.com/products/broadband

4 ISP Data Submission

4.1 Legal Requirements

ISPs shall only submit data which such ISP owns all right, title and interest to or otherwise has the legal right to provide 
to LBX. ISPs shall not submit any data to LBX which would be in violation of any contract to which the ISP (or any of its 
affiliates) is a party or is otherwise bound or would infringe any intellectual property right of any third party.

4.2 Broadband Service Availability Data Collection

State Broadband Definitions:
• Served: Locations where 25 Megabits per second (Mbps) download and 3 Mbps upload (25/3), or faster, speeds are 

available within 10 business days of an order.

 » i.e., maximum advertised speeds >= 25/3

• Unserved: Locations where 25/3 speeds are not available within 10 business days of an order.

 » i.e., maximum advertised speeds < 25/3

State Funding Eligibility Criteria1

• Eligible (Unserved): Designated areas with less than 80 percent of the area’s addresses do not have access to 
broadband service of at least 25 Mbps download/3 Mbps upload (25/3) and where the federal government has not 
awarded funding under a competitive process to support the deployment of broadband service to those addresses 
in the designated area.

1  See Government Code Section 490I.0105(a)

https://www.lightboxre.com/products/broadband
https://www.lightboxre.com/products/broadband
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• Ineligible (Served): Designated areas with 80 percent or greater of the area’s addresses have access to broadband 
service of at least 25/3 or where the federal government has awarded funding under a competitive process to 
support the deployment of broadband service to those addresses in the designated area.

Broadband Service Availability Data Submissions
There are three options to submit data to LBX:

1. List of location records where broadband service is available within 10 days of a service order based on the 
broadband service speed tiers above.

• Location records should include locations (homes, small businesses) that have a broadband connection or 
could be connected (i.e., prospective customers) within 10 business days.

• File format: Tabular data file (e.g., CSV) – refer to Section 4.2 for an example of this.

• Archive file format: ZIP (.zip)

2. Fixed Coverage Area/Service Area Polygon

• File format: GIS data file (shapefile and file geodatabase) – refer to Section 4.3 for an example of this.

 » NOTE: All file extensions, not just *.shp, need to be included for shapefile delivery (.dbf, .shx, .prj, .xml, .sbn, .sbx) in 
order for data to be used.

• Archive file format: ZIP (.zip)

3. Mobile Coverage Area/Service Area Polygon

• File format: GiS data file (shapefile and file geodatabase) – refer to Section 4.4 for an example of this.

 » NOTE: All file extensions, not just *.shp, need to be included for shapefile delivery (.dbf, .shx, .prj, .xml, .sbn, .sbx) in 
order for data to be used.

• Archive file format: ZiP (.zip)

4.3 Input Data Schema/Fields (Fixed Broadband – List of Locations for  
Service Availability)

When submitting data to LBX, please observe the following best practices:

• The file (list of locations for service availability) must be in a Comma Separated Values (CSV) format.

• Submit only one CSV file for all records. Do not submit multiple CSV files.

• The file must contain the required fields, flagged as mandatory (M), in the format specified (refer to table below).

 » NOTE: If the file does not conform to the required format LBX will reject the file and request a new file from the ISP.

 » NOTE: Fields can contain blank or “null” values, but all mandatory header names must be included.

 » NOTE: If ISPs can submit information for the address field (as defined below) then they can consider the parsed address 
fields, such as: streetNumber, suffixType, etc… to be optional.

• If there are potentially two different maximum advertised speeds (Mbps) for the same address, submit the fastest 
speeds.

 » i.e., 10 Mbps download and 1 Mbps upload and 25 Mbps download and 3 Mbps upload, submit the 25/3.
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• For the maximum advertised speed fields (download and upload) – provide the raw values for these fields and do 
not change data to match the example values outlined in the above section “State Broadband Definitions.”

 » i.e., 25 Mbps download and 30 Mbps upload should not be changed to 25 and 3, instead submit 25 and 30.

• Submit one record per unique location (i.e., do not submit multiple records for the same address) with the best 
available information (i.e., highest maximum advertised speeds).

• NOTE: If duplicate records (for the same address) are found – LBX will use the record from the group of duplicates 
that contains the highest maximum advertised speeds.

The coordinate system of the latitude and longitude values must be in WGS84 projection (EPSG: 4326).

Fixed Broadband – List of Locations for Service Availability
The following data schema/fields are requested as part of the ISP data submission for a “List of Locations” where service 
is available within 10 business days of an order based on the broadband speeds requested.

FIELD DESCRIPTION DATA TYPE EXAMPLE 
VALUE

MANDATORY (M)/ 
OPTIONAL (O)

unique_ID A unique identifier for each address/location/record 
as per ISP. As this ID will be used to speed subsequent 
iterations of address matching, please populate with a 
value which your organization can reproduce in future 
submissions.

Integer 123456 M

lightbox_ID A unique identifier (parcel_dmp_id) for each address/
location/record as per LightBox Location Fabric parcel 
GIS data file. 

If assigned by an ISP, This ID will be used to speed 
subsequent iterations of address matching, please 
populate with a value which your organization can 
reproduce in future submissions.

Integer 123456 O

address The house number, street prefix direction, street name, 
street suffix, street suffix direction all formatted as a 
single line.

String 123 N Main 
St W

M

unit The unit type and unit number (if applicable). String Apt 3A M

unit_count Number of units in a location (building). Integer 1 O

street_number The address numbers, letters, and separators (e.g., The 
‘123’ in ‘123 Main St’).

Integer 123 O

prefix_direction A directional preceding a street name

(e.g., The ‘N’ in ‘N Main St’).

String N O

prefix_type The type preceding the street name (e.g., The ‘Ave’ in 
‘123 Ave A’).

String Ave O

street_name The name of the street (e.g., The ‘Main’ in ‘123 Main St 
W’).

String Main O
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FIELD DESCRIPTION DATA TYPE EXAMPLE 
VALUE

MANDATORY (M)/ 
OPTIONAL (O)

suffix_type The type after the street name (e.g., The ‘St’ in ‘123 Main 
St W’).

String St O

suffix_direction A directional after a street name (e.g., The ‘W’ in ‘Main St 
W’).

String W O

unit_type The type of the unit (e.g., The ‘Apt’ in ‘Apt 3A’). String Apt O

unit_value The identifier part of the unit (e.g., The ‘3A’ in ‘Apt 3A’). String 3A O

locality The preferred locality of the address as assigned by the 
postal system and associated with the postal code.

String Billings M

region_code U.S. State. String MT M

postal_code The country specific code for postal sorting. In the U.S., 
this is the ZIP code.

Integer 12309-1234 O

postal_code_
primary

The primary part of the postal code.

In the U.S., this is the ZIP5. 
In Canada, this is the Forward Sortation Area and Local 
Delivery Unit (e.g., The ‘12309’ in ‘12309-1234’).

Integer 12309 M

postal_code_
extension

The optional, more specific part of the postal code. In 
the U.S., this is the ZIP4 (e.g., The ‘1234’ in ‘12309-1234’).

Integer 1234 O

provider Name of Internet Service Provider (ISP). String <ISP Name> M

business_
residential_code

Assign an enumerated character indicating whether the 
service at the location is business-only, residential-only, 
or offered to both business and residential customers.

Values include the following:

• B = Business-only service

• R = Residential-only service

• X = Business and Residential service

Enumerated 
String

R M

bsl_flag Indicates whether a location is a Broadband Serviceable 
Location (BSL) or not. 

BSL values must be one of the following numeric codes:

• 0 = False

• 1 = True

Boolean 
Integer

0 M
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FIELD DESCRIPTION DATA TYPE EXAMPLE 
VALUE

MANDATORY (M)/ 
OPTIONAL (O)

technology Indicate the technology used to offer service to this 
address. The value must be one of the following codes:

• 10 = Copper Wire

• 40 = Coaxial Cable/HFC

• 50 = Optical Carrier/Fiber to the Premises

• 60 = Geostationary

• 61 = Non-geostationary Satellite

• 70 = Unlicensed Terrestrial Fixed Wireless

• 71 = Licensed Terrestrial Fixed Wireless

• 0 = Other

Integer 50 M

max_advertised_
download_speed

Provide the maximum advertised download speed value 
(Mbps) for the address as a value (#).

Examples (but not limited to):

• 6 (represents 6 Mbps download speed or faster)

• 100 (represents 100 Mbps download speed or faster)

Integer 100 M

max_advertised_
upload_speed

Provide the maximum advertised upload speed value 
(Mbps) for the address as a value (#).

Examples (but not limited to):

• 1.5 (represents 1.5 Mbps upload speed or faster)

• 20 (represents 20 Mbps upload speed or faster)

Integer 20 M

low_latency The offered service is low latency, defined as 
having round-trip latency of less than or equal to 
100 milliseconds based on the 95th percentile of 
measurement.

Values must be one of the following codes:

• 0 = False

• 1 = True

Boolean 
Integer

1 M

latitude Latitude of address location (projected in WGS84 
decimal degrees). 
 
If this attribute is not available, LightBox will attempt to 
geocode the record in order to assign this.

Integer 45.79772649 O

longitude Longitude of address location (projected in WGS84 
decimal degrees).

If this attribute is not available, LightBox will attempt to 
geocode the record in order to assign this.

Integer -108.5421135 O
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4.4 Input Data Schema/Fields (Fixed Broadband – Coverage Area/Service Availability 
Area)

The following data schema/fields are required as part of the ISP data submission for fixed coverage area/service 
availability area (i.e., GIS boundary file):

NOTE: It is assumed that the values provided for each unique coverage area will contain values that are representative for the 
locations contained within (e.g., there are not multiple technology/maximum speed values for a single polygon but rather one value 
for each unique polygon [if applicable]).

For the maximum advertised speed fields (download and upload) – provide the raw values for these fields and do not 
change data to match the example values outlined in the above section “State Broadband Definitions” (e.g., 25 Mbps 
download and 30 Mbps upload should not be changed to 25 and 3, instead submit 25 and 30).

Fixed Coverage Area/Service Availability Area

FIELD DESCRIPTION DATA TYPE EXAMPLE 
VALUE

MANDATORY (M)/
OPTIONAL (O)

uniqueID A unique identifier for each address/location/record 
as per ISP. As this ID will be used to speed subsequent 
iterations of address matching, please populate with a 
value which your organization can reproduce in future 
submissions.

Integer 123456 M

provider Name of Internet Service Provider (ISP). String <ISP Name> M

technology Indicate the technology used to offer service to this 
address. The value must be one of the following codes:

• 10 = Copper Wire

• 40 = Coaxial Cable/HFC

• 50 = Optical Carrier/Fiber to the Premises

• 60 = Geostationary Satellite

• 70 = Unlicensed Terrestrial Fixed Wireless

• 71 = Licensed Terrestrial Fixed Wireless

• 0 = Other

Enumerated 
Integer

50 M

maxDown Provide the maximum advertised download speed value 
(Mbps) for the address as a value (#).

Examples (but not limited to):

• 6 (represents 6 Mbps download speed or faster)

• 100 (represents 100 Mbps download speed or faster)

Integer 100 M
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FIELD DESCRIPTION DATA TYPE EXAMPLE 
VALUE

MANDATORY (M)/
OPTIONAL (O)

maxUp Provide the maximum advertised upload speed value 
(Mbps) for the address as a value (#). 
 
Examples (but not limited to):

• 1.5 (represents 1.5 Mbps upload speed or faster)

• 20 (represents 20 Mbps upload speed or faster)

Integer 20 M

lowLatency The offered service is low latency, defined as 
having round-trip latency of less than or equal to 
100 milliseconds based on the 95th percentile of 
measurement.

Values must be one of the following codes:

• 0 = False

• 1 = True

Boolean 
Integer

1 M

4.5 Input Data Schema/Fields (Mobile Coverage Area/Service Availability Area)

The following data schema/fields are required as part of the ISP data submission for mobile fixed coverage area/service 
availability area (i.e., GIS boundary files):

It is assumed that the values provided for each unique coverage area will contain values that are representative for the 
locations contained within (e.g., there are not multiple technology/maximum speed values for a single polygon but rather 
one value for each unique polygon [if applicable]).

NOTE: For the minimum advertised speed fields (download and upload) – please provide the raw values for these fields and do not 
change data to match the example values (e.g., minDown) outlined in the below table (e.g., 6.0 [4G] should not be changed to 5.0 
[4G] – instead submit 6.0 [4G]).
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Mobile Coverage Area/Service Availability Area

FIELD DESCRIPTION DATA TYPE EXAMPLE 
VALUE

MANDATORY (M)/
OPTIONAL (O)

uniqueID A unique identifier for each address/location/record 
as per ISP. As this ID will be used to speed subsequent 
iterations of address matching, please populate with a 
value which your organization can reproduce in future 
submissions.

Integer 123456 M

provider Name of Internet Service Provider (ISP). String <ISP Name> M

technology Code for the technology used for the deployed service.

Value must be one of the following codes:

• 300 = 3G

• 400 = 4G LTE

• 500 = 5G NR

Integer 400 M

minDown Provide the minimum advertised download speed 
(Mbps) for modeled coverage.

Values must be one of the following:

• 0.2 = 3G

• 5.0 = 4G LTE

• 7.0-35.0 = 5G NR

Decimal 5.0 M

minUp Provide the minimum advertised download speed 
(Mbps) for modeled coverage.

Values must be one of the following:

• 0.05 = 3G

• 1.0 = 4G LTE

• 1.0-3.0 = 5G NR

Decimal 1.0 M

minSignal Minimum signal strength for modeled coverage, in 
dBm, assuming an outdoor stationary environment.  
The value represents predicted RSSI signal strength 
when the technology code is 300 (i.e., 3G), and it 
represents predicted RSRP signal strength when the 
technology code is 400 or 500 (i.e., 4G LTAE or 5G-NR).

• Value may be null when technology code is 300 
(i.e., 3G) and the area overlaps with another map 
for the provider with the same stationary value 
where the technology code is 400 or 500 (i.e., 4G 
LTA or 5G-NR).

• Value must be greater than or equal to -120 and 
less than or equal to -50.

Integer -110 M
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FIELD DESCRIPTION DATA TYPE EXAMPLE 
VALUE

MANDATORY (M)/
OPTIONAL (O)

environmnt Integer code indicating whether the area is modeled 
to have coverage when the user equipment is in an 
outdoor stationary environment only or in both in-
vehicle mobile and outdoor stationary environments.

Value must be one of the following codes:

• 0 = Outdoor stationary only

• 1 = In-vehicle mobile and outdoor stationary

Enumerated 
String

1 M

4.5.1 ISP Data Submission to LBX
To submit your data to LBX:

• LBX will provide the ISP point of contact with secure credentials via email to upload broadband availability data. If 
the ISP did not receive an email with secure credentials, contact LBX at TexasISPCoordinator@lightboxre.com to 
request it. 

• Log into LBX environment (hosted in the Amazon cloud) using the provided information:

 » URL: https://sftp.lightboxre.com/ 

 » Username: Provided Separately (via LBX email)

 » Password: Provided Separately (via LBX email)

• Open the folder dedicated to data uploads (folder name = TO_LIGHTBOX) (specific to each unique ISP).

• Copy and paste the required files into folder.

• Email LBX (TexasISPCoordinator@lightboxre.com) when complete.

Refer to section 4.6 for more details on how to access the SFTP environment.

4.5.2 Quality Assurance (QA)
Participating ISPs will submit data to LBX by doing the following:

• Table structure (schema) contains required mandatory/optional fields.

• Each field contains information (attribution).

4.5.3 Geocoding
If required, LBX will do the following:

• Geocode (i.e., assign coordinates (x,y)) each ISP address record.

• Add the following attribution to each record:

 » Address columns (whether data quality improvements were made or not – e.g., correcting a misspelled street 
name).

• NOTE: the original information for each record will be maintained – new columns will be added beside these.

 » Scoring (how well was the record matched).

mailto:TexasISPCoordinator%40lightboxre.com?subject=
https://sftp.lightboxre.com/
mailto:TexasISPCoordinator@lightboxre.com
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• Provide a document that will explain what has been done to the submitted file and how to make use of the new 
fields that have been attached (i.e., output schema). Refer to section 4.5 for more details.

4.6 Output Data Schema/Fields (List of Locations for Service Availability)

For those files that need to be geocoded (i.e., CSV files), the following data schema/fields will be provided back to the ISP 
once processing is complete:

List of Locations for Service Availability

INPUT/
OUTPUT FIELD FIELD DESCRIPTION EXAMPLE  

VALUE
MANDATORY (M)/

OPTIONAL (O)

Input uniqueID A unique identifier for each address/location/
record as per ISP. As this ID will be used to speed 
subsequent iterations of address matching, please 
populate with a value which your organization can 
reproduce in future submissions.

123456 M

Input lightboxID A unique identifier (parcel_dmp_id) for each 
address/location/record as per LightBox Location 
Fabric parcel GIS data file. 

If assigned by an ISP, This ID will be used to speed 
subsequent iterations of address matching, please 
populate with a value which your organization can 
reproduce in future submissions.

123456 O

Input address The house number, street prefix direction, street 
name, street suffix, street suffix direction all 
formatted as a single line.

123 N Main St W M

Input unit The unit type and unit number (if applicable). Apt 3A M

Input unitCount Number of units in a location (building). 1 O

Input streetNo The address numbers, letters, and separators (e.g., 
The ‘123’ in ‘123 Main St’).

123 O

Input prefixDir A directional preceding a street name (e.g., The ‘N’ 
in ‘N Main St’).

N O

Input prefixType The type preceding the street name (e.g., The ‘Ave’ 
in ‘123 Ave A’).

Ave O

Input streetName The name of the street (e.g., The ‘Main’ in ‘123 Main 
St W’).

Main O
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INPUT/
OUTPUT FIELD FIELD DESCRIPTION EXAMPLE  

VALUE
MANDATORY (M)/

OPTIONAL (O)

Input suffixType The type after the street name (e.g., The ‘St’ in ‘123 
Main St W’).

St O

Input suffixDir A directional after a street name (e.g., The ‘W’ in 
‘Main St W’).

W O

Input unitType The type of the unit (e.g., The ‘Apt’ in ‘Apt 3A’). Apt O

Input unitValue The identifier part of the unit (e.g., The ‘3A’ in ‘Apt 
3A’).

3A O

Input locality The preferred locality of the address as assigned by 
the postal system and associated with the postal 
code.

Billings M

Input regionCode U.S. State. MT M

Input postalCode The country specific code for postal sorting. In the 
U.S., this is the ZIP code.

12309-1234 O

Input postCodePr The primary part of the postal code

In the U.S., this is the ZIP5. 
In Canada, this is the Forward Sortation Area and 
Local Delivery Unit (e.g., The ‘12309’ in ‘12309-
1234’).

12309 M

Input postCodeEx The optional, more specific part of the postal code.

In the U.S., this is the ZIP4 (e.g., The ‘1234’ in ‘12309-
1234’).

1234 O

Input provider Name of Internet Service Provider (ISP). <ISP Name> M

Input bizrescode Assign an enumerated character indicating 
whether the service at the location is business-
only, residential-only, or offered to both business 
and residential customers.

Values include the following:

• B = Business-only service

• R = Residential-only service

• X = Business and Residential service

R M
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INPUT/
OUTPUT FIELD FIELD DESCRIPTION EXAMPLE  

VALUE
MANDATORY (M)/

OPTIONAL (O)

Input bslFlag Indicates whether a location is a Broadband 
Serviceable Location (BSL) or not.

BSL values must be one of the following numeric 
codes:

• 0 = False

• 1 = True

0 M

Input technology Indicate the technology used to offer service 
to this address. The value must be one of the 
following codes:

• 10 = Copper Wire

• 40 = Coaxial Cable/HFC

• 50 = Optical Carrier/Fiber to the Premises

• 60 = Geostationary Satellite

• 70 = Unlicensed Terrestrial Fixed Wireless

• 71 = Licensed Terrestrial Fixed Wireless

• 0 = Other

50 M

Input max_advertised_
download_speed

Provide the maximum advertised download speed 
value (Mbps) for the address as a value (#).

Examples (but not limited to):

• 6 (represents 6 Mbps download speed or 
faster)

• 100 (represents 100 Mbps download speed or 
faster)

100 M

Input max_advertised_
upload_speed

Provide the maximum advertised upload speed 
value (Mbps) for the address as a value (#).

Examples (but not limited to):

• 1.5 (represents 1.5 Mbps upload speed or 
faster)

• 20 (represents 20 Mbps upload speed or faster)

20 M

Input low_latency The offered service is low latency, defined as 
having round-trip latency of less than or equal to 
100 milliseconds based on the 95th percentile of 
measurement.

Values must be one of the following codes:

• 0 = False

• 1 = True

1 M
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INPUT/
OUTPUT FIELD FIELD DESCRIPTION EXAMPLE  

VALUE
MANDATORY (M)/

OPTIONAL (O)

Input latitude Latitude of address location (projected in WGS84 
decimal degrees).

If this attribute is not available, LightBox will 
attempt to geocode the record in order to  
assign this.

45.79772649 O

Input longitude Longitude of address location (projected in WGS84 
decimal degrees).

If this attribute is not available, LightBox will 
attempt to geocode the record in order to assign 
this.

-108.5421135 O

Output lb_pass_fail Identifies whether a record has passed/failed QA:

Pass flag – record was able to be processed, 
passed QA and had a high match score (>80)

Fail flag – record was not able to be processed 
(due to missing information, etc), did not pass QA 
or had a low match score (<80)

NOTE: Match score was selected to be >80 to 
ensure the highest quality and avoid scenarios 
where there might be multiple answers for the 
same record (e.g., Main St where direction is 
missing could have a match to Main St W or Main 
St E).

Pass -

Output lb_address The house number, street prefix direction, street 
name, street suffix, street suffix direction all 
formatted as a single line.

123 N Main St W -

Output lb_unit The unit type and unit number. Apt 3A -

Output lb_streetNumber The address numbers, letters, and separators (e.g., 
The ‘123’ in ‘123 N Main St’).

123 -

Output lb_prefixDirection A directional preceding a street name (e.g., The ‘N’ 
in ‘123 N Main St’ W).

N -

Output lb_prefixType The type preceding the street name (e.g., The ‘Ave’ 
in ‘123 Ave A’).

Ave -

Output lb_streetName The name of the street (e.g., The ‘Main’ in ‘123 N 
Main St W’).

Main -

Output lb_suffixType The type after the street name (e.g., The ‘St’ in ‘123 
N Main St W’).

St -
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INPUT/
OUTPUT FIELD FIELD DESCRIPTION EXAMPLE  

VALUE
MANDATORY (M)/

OPTIONAL (O)

Output lb_suffixDirection A directional after a street name (e.g., The ‘W’ in 
‘Main St W’).

W -

Output lb_unitType The type of the unit (e.g., The ‘Apt’ in ‘Apt 3A’). Apt -

Output lb_unitValue The identifier part of the unit (e.g., The ‘A’ in ‘Apt 
3A’).

3A -

Output lb_locality The preferred locality of the address as assigned by 
the postal system and associated with the postal 
code.

Billings -

Output lb_regionCode U.S. State MT -

Output lb_postalCode The country specific code for postal sorting. In the 
U.S., this is the ZIP code.

12309-1234 -

Output lb_
postalCodePrimary

The primary part of the postal code 
In the U.S., this is the ZIP5 (e.g., The ‘12309’ in 
‘12309-1234’).

12309 -

Output lb_
postalCodeExtension

The optional, more specific part of the postal code. 
In the U.S., this is the ZIP4 (e.g., The ‘1234’ in ‘12309-
1234’).

1234 -

Output lb_latitude Latitude of address location (projected in WGS84 
decimal degrees).

If this attribute is not available, LightBox will 
attempt to geocode the record in order to assign 
this.

45.79772649 -

Output lb_longitude Longitude of address location (projected in WGS84 
decimal degrees).

If this attribute is not available, LightBox will 
attempt to geocode the record in order to assign 
this.

-108.5421135 -

Output lb_precision Precision of coordinates. Inside of Parcel -

Output lb_serviceability Broadband service availability value as defined by 
the state.

Served -

4.6.1 Data Submission to ISP
Where applicable, ISP processed files (CSV) will be placed within a designated folder for each unique ISP to allow for 
them to download.  

An email will be sent to each ISP contact to notify them when this is ready based on the contact information that LBX 
has received from the BDO and/or ISP.
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4.7 ISP Data Submission (Upload/Download)

ISPs will upload/download data to LBX using an SFTP server.

4.7.1 Overview
The LBX SFTP server is a secure, cloud-hosted solution for file transfer to clients. It has enhanced security features to 
ensure reliable transfer and confidentiality of data. Hosting the server in the cloud improves file transfer speeds and 
reduces latency of access regardless of client location.

4.7.2 Software Requirements
Access to an internet browser such as (but not limited to): Chrome, Firefox or Edge to connect to the SFTP server for 
file downloads/uploads.

4.7.3 Credentials
Login credentials for access to the SFTP server will be provided by LBX to each unique ISP.

This will include a username and password that gives access to a specific ISP user account folder on the SFTP server.

Example

Username:  lightbox

Password:  iO9jh76#pd%7a

4.7.4 Connection
To establish connection to the SFTP server, enter in the URL in your browser’s search bar to navigate to the SFTP login 
page. Enter your SFTP username and password and click the “Logon” button.

URL:  https://sftp.lightboxre.com/

Username:  Provided Separately (via LightBox email)

Password:   Provided Separately (via LightBox email)

Note: Example of LightBox SFTP logon page.

https://sftp.lightboxre.com/
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4.7.5 Download Files
After logging in to your SFTP server account, you should now be able to see a folder for files that can be downloaded.

This folder will be called FROM_LIGHTBOX.

NOTE: This will only be used if files are being provided back to the ISP (e.g., providing a geocoded CSV file for reference).

Data files can be downloaded to your local machine from the SFTP server by simply clicking the download icon. 

Note: Example of LightBox SFTP logon page. 

4.8 Support

Technical Assistance: If you encounter any difficulties in uploading/downloading data or have any questions about this 
document and the directions it contains, please contac TexasISPCoordinator@lightboxre.com for assistance.

General questions can be directed to the BDO by contacting broadband@cpa.texas.gov. 

mailto:TexasISPCoordinator@lightboxre.com
mailto:broadband@cpa.texas.gov
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For more information, visit our website: 

BroadbandForTexas.com

in compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act,  
this document may be requested in alternative formats  

by calling toll free 800-252-5555.
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